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Sublime text format xml plugin

alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:46am #1 Hi All, today made small but useful plugin allowing turn &lt;?xml version=1.0 encoding=UTF-8?&gt;&lt;root&gt; &lt;node1&gt;data here&lt;/node1&gt;&lt;node2 attr=222&gt;&lt;node3&gt;&lt;/node3&gt;&lt;/node2&gt;&lt;/root&gt; format XML&lt;?xml version=1.0?&gt;&lt;root&gt; &lt;node1&gt;data here&lt;/node1&gt;&lt;node2
attr=222&gt;&lt;node3&gt;&lt;/node3&gt;&lt;/node2&gt;&lt;/root&gt; you could find it here: github.com/alek-sys/sublimetext_indentxml Any comments are welcome! P.S. Hope this is not one of the standard features which I just don't know about 0 Lovers Expand XML (or other code) Expand XML (or other codes) XML format? jchannon January 13, 2016, 6:46am #2 0 Love PHANT0M January 13, 2016,
6:46am #3 does not work with Cyrillic characters in text. Encoding files is UTF-8 WITHOUT BOM. 0 Love alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:48am #4 PHANT0M: Do not work with Cyrillic characters in text. Encoding files is UTF-8 WITHOUT BOM. Fixed, github.com/alek-sys/sublimetext_indentxml for update 0 Love alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:50am #5 good news, everyone! XML indexes added to Control Pack
(wbond.net/sublime_packages/package_control) default storage. So to install Indent XML just run control package: Install package (of course, there are package controls already installed) command in Sublime Text. 0 Love geertp January 13, 2016, 6:50am #6 I'm trying to get this plug-in to work on my Mac, but unsuccessfully so far. I installed it using the package control, which provides the in-in plug-in list
as installed, but I don't know how to run it... Anyone succeeded in installing this on a Mac? 0 Like fanchok january 13, 2016, 6:50am #7 even here, I couldn't make it work on mac os x 0 Love leadecade January 13, 2016, 6:50am #8 Great! hope it can endent HTML 0 Love alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:50am #9 Fanchok: Even here, I couldn't make it work on mac os geertp: I'm trying to find this outlets-to
work on my Mac, but success so far. I installed it using the package control, which provides the in-in plug-in list as installed, but I don't know how to run it... Anyone succeeded in installing this on a Mac? Hi all, all who have problems with XML Endent are welcome to help solve it here github.com/alek-sys/sublimetext... It/issue/1 I'm looking for Mac now (already about to buy it), hope to get it fixed asap.
Aleks. 0 Love alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:50am #10 [quote=leecade]great! hopefully it can endent HTML [/quote] by quite sure, because it uses the xml.minidom parser and not every valid XML HTML. I'll think is it possible to use TidyHTML or any 3rd party tools. Aleks. 0 Love alek.sys January 13, 2016, 6:50am #11 Okey, just got MacOS virtual machine and installed sublime + indexes XML via package
control. It seems it works fine. Just clarified – recently one good one added keyboard shortcuts for Mac so try first update package (if hasn't happened automatically). Second, key combination is super+ that (keep super!) super + f. So first press super then King then f. This should work. Or open console and type type Salute, Alexey. 0 Love sfinks January 13, 2016, 7:07am #12 Hi, just tried to use IDent XML
on Sublime Text 2 Beta 2165 on Ubuntu Ocelot Ocelot 64 bit. It installs just fine, but when I try to use it I get the following error in the console: Traceback (most recent call): File .sublime_plugin.py, line 351, in run_ return self.run (editor) File ./indentxml.py, line 32, to run File ./indentxml.py, line 48, in endentxml File.\xml\dom\minidom.py, line 1927, in parseString File .\xml\dom\expatbuilder.py, line 32, in
&lt;module&gt;File.\xml\parsers\expat.py, line 4, in Importerre: No module being &lt;module&gt;named pyexpat any ideas? The module installs just fine from my regular Python (2.6 and 2.7) installs. 0 Such as watusimoto January 13, 2016, 7:44am #13 this fixed the issue for i... $ sudo apt-find python2.6$ln -s /usr/lib/python2.6 [Sublime Text dir]/lib/ Get this tip on GitHub a place. 0 Love stoo January 13,
2016, 9:05am #14 Traceback (most recent call): File .sublime_plugin.py, line 362, in run_ File ./indentxml.py, line 51, to run File .indentxml.py, line 100, independent Importer: No module named trexpat in Ubuntu 15.04 I tried using $sudo ln-s/usr/lib/python2.7/opt/sublime_text_2/lib /in So/In/So opt/sublime_text_2/lib i have a python2.7 file which must be connected to /usr/lib/python2.7, but the error persists
my cores do something wrong? 0 Love Masrius January 13, 2016, 9:16am #15 Hi, I have installed your plug-in on sublime 3 texts throughout the packet control and it works like a sauna. My question is: how can I use the keyboard shortcuts to auto indent the entire xml? 0 Such as AdrianL May 27, 2016, 1:09pm #16 This will work for me (SublimeText build 3114 and OS X 10.11.5) but when there is an
ERROR XML in the file I get a message such as xml.parsers.expat.ExpatError: Copy attributes: line 1, column 14669 and then there is loading the file of Safari to find in which line with the error column is. It would be useful if Endent XML reports the current line and column number to the error. 0 Love Tutti August 24, 2016, 11:49am #17 I have done everything mentioned, and still not working, not showing,
nothing... i deleted and installed the sublime text like 3 times, and nothing. When I am looking for independent xml or xml nothing like independent xml, and I have the litegrant file of each folder in the application, I have done tutorial 3 times, still not showing or working ctrl + which just deletes everything... 0 Like alek.sys August 25, 2016, 7:24am #18 Thanks for this point out. For the future, to save some
time, please follow the installation instructions from [GitHub Page] ( . The recommended approach is to use [PackageControl]( ) manager. 0 As serge0762 October 20, 2016, 4:50am #19 I installed this plugin. When I select XML text and then select Select – Format – XML, pa gen anyen ki ap pase! 0 Tankou wakeith Oktob 20, 2016, 5:52am #20 li&lt;/module&gt; &lt;/module&gt; &lt;/module&gt; are you
running into this problem? github.com/alek-sys/sublimetext_indentxml IF XML is not properly formed, nothing happens. It will be good to indicate this to the user, otherwise a new... if not, maybe opening → new with exact reproduction step 0 Like next page is Categorized FaQ/Guideline line of rules in Privacy Policy Tools Services do not have to be great to be → great help. One of the little ones that helps
my bit is used frequently when working with XML and JSON is Endent XML. It is a plugin for Sublime Text (a sophisticated text editor) and it helps you turn this then into this hey If you work with JSON, you can do the same thing and turn this off { root: &lt;root&gt;&lt;node attr=1&gt;&lt;node attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; northeast&gt; northeast;/node&gt;/root&gt;&lt;root&gt; &lt;node
attr=1&gt;&lt;node attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/node&gt;node&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/root&gt; [ { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { , { arr: [1, 3, three] }] { root: { field: val1, field2: val2 }, { arr: [1, [1, 3, three] }] } in this structure more readable: { root: [{ field : val1, field2: val2 { , { arr: [ 1, 3, three } } } You can install this plugin using Package Control to sublime Text 2 and 3. &lt;root&gt;&lt;node attr=1&gt;&lt;node
attr2=4&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/node&gt; &lt;node&gt;&lt;/node&gt;&lt;/root&gt; Select the block of JSON or XML you want to endent and call it on the selection menu: This is all you need to do and you no longer have to work with long lines in JSON or XML. Try it! fsimoncelli July 31, 2016, 6:43pm #1 Hi, I downloaded the last build (3114), I want to add the XML endent plugin but I can't find it in packet control 0
Love OdatNurd 31, 2016, 11:42pm #2 It seems to be the OK; maybe you did a typo in the package name? (I say that because I type XML indexes instead of independent XML at least 3 times while trying to make this clip). 1 Like wakeith August 1, 2016, 5:37am #3 you maybe it's already installed? Check the Command Palette -&gt; Control Package: List pack 0 Love fsimoncelli August 1, 2016, 11:44am #4
Well This is embarrassing, I reset the application and now I can see the plugin. Thank you guys for taking the time to respond. Regards! 1 Like Papau on July 23, 2018, 9:48am #5 @OdatNurd. Thanks man for the gift! Everyone keeps saying just search independent xml right after ctrl+ shift + P. When actually installing the packages should be typed, then search for independent xml right after. 0 Love
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